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About us
Develop investigative journalism → open, accountable, just democracy

Ø Best practice of investigative journalism – expose wrongdoing, 
empowering people to hold power to account

Ø Investigations support – helping other journalists do it too
Ø Advocacy – helping to secure the information rights that are the 

lifeblood of our field

We	limit	our	comments	to	sections	of	the	Bill	that	impact	on	the	free	flow	of	information,	since	this	
falls	within	our	advocacy	mandate.

Information	rights	are	indivisible.	Whatever	benefit	there	may	be	for	investigative	journalists	also	apply	
to	the	rest	of	the	media	and	the	public	in	general.	



Rationale for greater transparency
PIC is SA’s biggest investor. What it does affects entire economy – us all.

Ø Limited disclosure provisions currently. Recurring allegations PIC power is 
abused for individual benefit or political/factional patronage.

Ø Disclosure deters bad decision making.
Ø Proposed Section 5 – expanded public role for PIC: jobs, development, 

transformation – means entire public has a stake in outcomes.
Ø PIC invests on behalf of GEPF, whose obligations to civil service 

pensioners are guaranteed by the state. If PIC fails, govt has to make 
good with public money.

Ø PIC R2-trillion size: systemic shocks if it fails.



Transparent selection of board
Clause 3: Minister appoints board members in consultation with Cabinet.

Ø Like other institutions exercising significant public power and oversight, 
appointments to PIC board should follow a public interview process 
conducted by the National Assembly.

Ø Stakeholders and members of public to make nominations. 



Disclosure: annual report on investments
Clause 4: Amends Section 10 – requires annual disclosure of investments

(4) A report reflecting all investments of deposits, whether listed or unlisted, must 
annually be—
(a) submitted to the Minister for tabling with the annual report of the department; and 
(b) published on the website of the corporation.

Ø We support this provision. It is key to the transparency required.



Disclosure: annual report on investments
Treasury/PIC/GEPF objection to disclosure

“The PIC as asset manager should not be compelled to disclose information about another 
entity, i.e. its clients and that are also the assets owners (e.g. the GEPF) without consent.”

BUT

Ø This would merely codify practice of past two years.
Ø No evidence that these disclosures have done harm.
Ø GEPF is also a public entity. Legislature can impose “consent”.
Ø Nothing new: GEPF Law imposes significant disclosure requirements.
Ø GEPF obligations guaranteed by state – its investments concern us all.



Disclosure: annual report on investments
Regulations need to prescribe classes of info to be disclosed.

Ø Bill requires only “a report reflecting all investments … whether listed or 
unlisted”.

Ø Regulations could prescribe e.g:

✓ the	price	paid
✓ the	extent	of	any	discount
✓ the	external	fees	associated	with	the	transaction	and	to	whom	they	were	paid



Disclosure: annual report on investments
Regulating process could be strengthened.

Ø Clause 7 obligates Minister to consult National Assembly.
Ø We welcome this, but it could go further:

✓ Require	that	the	minister	prescribe	the	classes	of	information	to	be	disclosed	by	PIC.
✓ Require	public participation.
✓ Require	National	Assembly	approval.	



Extending disclosure: minutes of decisions
Leaks show internal concerns about risky investments ignored, 
conditions precedent not applied. Solution: radical transparency.

Ø Insert PAIA-like provision for access to investment decision minutes.
Ø PAIA itself not appropriate as it excludes “minutes of a meeting … to take a 

decision in the exercise of a power or performance of a duty conferred or 
imposed by law”.

Ø Propose: Any member of public can request and PIC must provide in 7 
days any minute regarding an investment decision, provided:

✓ A	prescribed	period	has	passed	after	the	investment	was	made;
✓ Disclosure may be refused for reasons of commercial confidentiality, subject to reasonable 
efforts to redact; and
✓ No	record	may	be	refused	if	overriding	public	interest.



Case studies

Examples over the years:
• Political exposure
• Some frequently empowered people
• Deals of questionable value for PIC
• Unclear or questionable terms

PIC may well be justified in supporting BEE, but the potential for 
abuse means we need transparency.
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Ngonyama central in controversial dumping of Telkom shares

Smuts Ngonyama, the ANC’s Head of the Presidency, has emerged as a central figure in the secret
sale of a large chunk of Telkom shares.

The shares are part of a R9-billion stake that the Elephant Consortium bought from a US-based
company last year in one of the country’s biggest empowerment deals.

When the deal was announced, Elephant’s purchase sparked an outcry and was billed as a get-rich-
quick scheme for a select few.

The consortium included Ngonyama, former government Telecommunications director-general
Andile Ngcaba, Gloria Serobe of women’s empowerment group Wiphold, and a string of former
civil servants and businessmen.

Ngonyama and the consortium bought a 15.1% stake in Telkom from US-based Thintana, but the
deal became mired in controversy when it emerged that the Public Investment Corporation (PIC),
which manages R600-billion in civil servants’ pension savings, had warehoused the shares to allow
them time to raise cash.

Ngonyama has consistently denied making money from the deal, maintaining that he is yet to be
“rewarded” for his role.

The latest revelation comes as the ANC’s National Executive Committee (NEC) was this week
finalising recommendations on dealing with the issue of its members’ business ethics.

The Sunday Times has established that Ngonyama, through an adviser, controlled about one million
shares, held via two private companies.

One of the companies, Clidet 532 was run by a former banker, Alan Norman, the man who
represented Ngonyama at several meetings of the consortium.

On Friday, Tshepo Mahloele, who previously handled the deal for the PIC, confirmed that his office
issued documents for permission to allow Clidet 532 to sell in June this year.

This company had a 5% stake, worth more than R50-million.

ANC Chief in R50m Get-Rich-Quick Deal [Sunday Times, 2006... http://www.armsdeal-vpo.co.za/articles09/get-rich-quick.html
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Capitec Bank
2012: free shares worth ±R1bn + dividends
Political exposure:
• ANC fundraiser - Nzama
• ANC-linked trust and “sponsor” - Batho Batho
• ANC donor – Regiments
• PIC/Isibaya former – Mahloele, Harith (cf. 

Telkom)
• Deputy president’s life partner - Mtshali
• JHB mayor’s wife – Tau
• Lotto boss - Khumalo
PIC has funded some of these again (±2.2bn)



Independent Newspapers
Dr Iqbal Survé, 2013
Other potential investors – “over priced”
2014 amaB report:
• “buckling under the weight of its huge debt, 

falling revenue, retrenchments and plunging 
staff morale”

• No PIC board rep
• PIC CEO: “We will make no further 

comment on this investment.”
Often partisan journalism
Recent info: huge losses and liabilities



Erin Energy (ex Camac Energy)
Zuma friend, funder – Lawal
PIC funded ±R3bn (2014), most went to Lawal
“Led to PIC CEO Masilela resignation”
Dodgy Nigerian oil asset:
• US Judge: Lawal rep’d PIC, Camac and seller, 

“negotiating with himself in shifting around 
assets for his own benefit”

• Poor oil production
• PIC “ignored” own finance conditions
• “Over priced”
• Useless SEC, JSE disclosures
• Eg. oil license ownership dispute – asset seizure
• Now bankrupt (April 2018)



Total BEE deal (2015)
Last-minute addition of PEPs and multiple PIC 
beneficiaries:
• A Zuma trust trustee and “backer” – Shezi
• Mulaudzi and Mseleku: multiple PIC deals
• Mulaudzi: PIC CEO Matjila allegedly asked 

him to bail out “girlfriend”



…brief interruption: PIC CEO’s 
“girlfriend”

• Allegedly “channelled PIC funds to “girlfriend”
• Matjila denies the allegations.
• PIC board: “the allegations were baseless and that 

Dr Matjila is cleared of any wrongdoing”.
• Police still investigating.



…back to Total (secrecy)
A R100-million mystery:
• amaB: Was R1.8bn PIC cash for shares alone? 
• PIC: The amount was in respect of [former 

Total BEE partner] shares.
• amaB: But shares only cost R1.7bn?
• PIC: PIC committed R1.8 billion loan 

towards the purchase of BEE shares. The 
R1.7 billion was for the purchase of the 
shares. The remaining R100 million was for 
the costs associated with the transaction.

• amaB: So who got the R100m?
• PIC: The response we have given you is 

sufficient 



Steinhoff BEE deal (2016)
• R9.4bn PIC investment
• Steinhoff crashed – shares now worth little
• Was PIC protected?: “Secured by collar options”?
• We picked up another R400-million discrepancy:
• PIC: When you do a transaction there are various costs. We’re not going to 

break it down 
• amaB: But why?
• PIC: I think we’ve disclosed what we want to disclose. 




